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Abstract 

Title: Ambulance Dispatch Prioritisation of Road Crash Patients: A Retrospective 

Study Using Population-Based Linked Data 

Background: Road crashes contribute significantly to global mortality, ranking as 

the eighth leading cause of death, comprising 1.4 million fatalities annually. 

Emergency medical service (EMS) centres play a crucial role in reducing morbidity 

and mortality associated with crashes through the answering of phone calls for 

assistance and subsequent dispatch of emergency medical ambulances. Assigning the 

dispatch priority of the ambulance is a critical aspect of providing timely emergency 

assistance for road crashes. The highest priority response, known as a lights and 

sirens (L&S) response, is reserved for patients with potentially life-threatening 

conditions. Given that ambulances are a scarce resource, it becomes important to 

allocate them based on the highest level of need. However, dispatching ambulances 

to road crashes poses a challenge for many reasons including due to the varied nature 

of patient needs in crashes. 

Primary aim: To investigate ways to identify, during the emergency call, which 

crashes require a L&S ambulance response and those that do not. 

General methods: Six discrete studies comprise this thesis. I have published five in a 

peer-reviewed journal, and one is currently under review. One study was a 

systematic review; the others were retrospective cohort studies focusing on different 

aspects of ambulance prioritisation. I linked data from the emergency medical 

ambulance service and the police department of Perth, Western Australia (WA). This 
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made a comprehensive dataset of all road crashes (and patients) attended by 

emergency medical ambulance for the period 2014 to 2016. 

Results and discussion: 

Low prevalence of L&S: I confirmed that only a small portion of road crashes 

required a L&S response. This was consistent across all five analytical studies. 

Specifically, among the patients attended, 3.3% had a Glasgow Coma Scale score 

below 14, 2.1% had abnormal respiratory rates, and 0.7% had low blood pressure. 

When examining crashes, only a small percentage involved patients with the highest 

NEWS2 score of 20 (1.4%). Additionally, using high-acuity indicators, it was found 

that 22.3% of crashes required a L&S response. These findings hold significance for 

two reasons. First, there is a lack of research on the acuity of patients at crashes in 

terms of the requirement (or not) for a L&S response. Second, the current practice of 

dispatching ambulances as L&S to all reported road crashes by St John Western 

Australia (the local jurisdiction from which this thesis was derived) leads to 

significant over-triage, or dispatching ambulances in cases where it is unnecessary. 

This over-triage negatively affects EMS efficiency, potentially delaying responses to 

other time-critical patients. 

Mixed results of ambulatory status as an indicator: I had varied results regarding 

the suitability of ambulatory status as a potential indicator of the need for a L&S 

response. I first found that non-ambulant patients had over 15 times higher odds of 

being high acuity than ambulant patients (OR 15.34, 95% CI, 11.48–20.49), making 

ambulatory status the strongest predictor of needing a L&S response in that study. 

Subsequently, I employed a simple decision tree to predict the need for a L&S 

response, but the tree with the most promising triage rates did not incorporate 

ambulatory status. Then, in a systematic review, I found insufficient evidence to 
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conclusively link ambulatory status to the need for L&S response. The varied 

findings may be attributed to the bimodal distribution of ambulatory status I 

observed in a subsequent study. Further research is needed to determine the utility of 

ambulatory status as a crash characteristic with the potential to be used to identify 

dispatch priority at the scene of a crash. 

Rollovers and prediction of the need for L&S: The suitability of vehicle rollover 

as a predictive crash characteristic for determining the need for a L&S response was 

investigated. Despite its use in field triage, its effectiveness for ambulance dispatch 

remains uncertain. The research revealed that only a small percentage of patients 

involved in rollovers (6.6%) required a L&S response. Similarly, of rollover crashes, 

it was found that the majority did not require a L&S response (11.4% and 15.9% 

respectively). Surprisingly, when acuity was considered as a continuous outcome 

measure rather than a dichotomous one (L&S or not), rollover cases exhibited a 

bimodal distribution. This distribution in acuity was also seen in other crash 

characteristics such as ejection, inability to ambulate, being trapped, and crashes 

occurring on hills. The presence of a bimodal distribution suggests that other crash 

characteristics may play a role in determining the need for a L&S response in 

rollovers. Factors like roof collapse and restraint use (seat belts) could influence the 

requirement for a L&S response. Considering the bimodal distribution observed 

across multiple crash characteristics, I concluded that combinations of 

characteristics, such as rollover and restraint use, might offer more accurate 

predictions for the need of a L&S response than any single crash characteristic.  

Crash complexity: The thesis initially aimed to determine if crash characteristics 

could predict the need for a L&S response. The hypothesis was that combinations of 

crash characteristics could potentially create pre-scripted questions for emergency 
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medical dispatchers (EMD) to prioritise ambulance responses. However, when using 

a simple decision tree algorithm, the accuracy of predicting the need for a L&S 

response was not satisfactory. The decision tree with the closest over/under-triage 

rates to recommended thresholds incorporated crash characteristics such as trapped 

individuals, involvement of vulnerable road users, ambulatory status, rainy 

conditions, and accident type. This decision tree achieved an 84.8% over-triage rate 

and a 2.7% under-triage rate and was deemed as a poor-performing model that would 

not have sufficient operational over/under-triage rates. Therefore, the analysis shifted 

towards utilising dispatcher free-text descriptions to incorporate a greater number of 

characteristics to improve prediction accuracy. 

High accuracy of dispatcher text using a machine language technique: EMDs 

often type descriptive texts about crash scenes, which are relayed to ambulance 

crews for better situational understanding. In this study, I proposed a novel approach 

that involved converting these texts into computational vectors and applying machine 

learning algorithms to predict the need for a L&S response. A gradient-boosting 

model combining dispatch codes and dispatcher-recorded text achieved a high 

predictive ability, particularly in identifying crashes that required a L&S response. 

The model had a recall score (sensitivity) of 0.980. This model's remarkable 

predictive ability is notable when compared to previous literature on ambulance 

dispatch accuracy, where sensitivity values were typically much lower.  

Conclusion: This thesis aimed to investigate methods for identifying the need for a 

lights and sirens (L&S) ambulance response to the scene of a road crash. The 

findings reveal that less than 20% of all road crashes attended by emergency 

ambulances require a L&S response. Unless emergency medical services (EMS) are 

willing to tolerate high rates of over-triage, which is increasingly challenging given 
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rising demand, a more precise approach to ambulance dispatch for road crashes is 

required. It was observed that the current dispatch system, relying solely on the 

Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS), exhibits inadequate predictive capability 

in discerning the need for a L&S response. As a result, novel machine learning-based 

predictive models were developed, incorporating EMD text data, which showed high 

accuracy in predicting the requirement for a L&S response. This thesis establishes 

that there is potential to enhance the efficiency of EMS dispatching for road crashes, 

ensuring appropriate care is delivered to the right patient, at the right time. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 

Road crashes are the eighth leading cause of death globally, comprising around 1.4 

million deaths each year.1 Emergency medical service (EMS) call centres, which 

respond to the telephone call for assistance and dispatch emergency medical 

ambulances, play a central role in reducing the morbidity and mortality associated 

with crashes. 2 An important component in the provision of emergency assistance for 

road crashes is in determining the priority with which ambulances are dispatched to 

the scene. Ambulances should be dispatched at the highest priority, known as a lights 

and sirens (L&S) response, to patients with life-threatening conditions; and should be 

dispatched at a lower priority for all other conditions.  

 

Road crashes are an unusual type of call for emergency medical assistance because of 

the varying acuity of patients, and therefore the varying required priorities of 

ambulances to the scene. Factors in the crash, such as the movement (for example, 

rear-end or head-on), or types of vehicles (for instance, sedan or truck), use of safety 

equipment (such as seatbelts or airbags), or the age and health of those involved, mean 

that some patients may die immediately, whereas others may be entirely uninjured. 3  

This is consequently a challenge when dispatching to road crashes and the reason many 

EMS routinely dispatch ambulances using the highest priority L&S response. 

However, inaccuracy in ambulance dispatch can cause EMS inefficiencies. Over-

triage, sending an ambulance using L&S to a patient(s) who does not require it, means 
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that there is the opportunity cost, whereby the same ambulance could have been 

dispatched to a higher acuity incident elsewhere (that is not necessarily a road crash). 

4 Besides the opportunity cost of over-triage, there is some evidence of the increased 

risk of ambulances being directly involved in a crash when driving L&S. 5 Conversely, 

under-triage, or not sending a L&S response ambulance to a patient(s) with life-

threatening conditions, increases the risk of patient morbidity or mortality should there 

be a delay in the arrival of an ambulance on the scene. 6 Accuracy in dispatching 

ambulances is therefore important for both patient outcomes and ensuring EMS 

efficiency. 7  

 

My doctoral thesis sought to explore ways to accurately identify, during the emergency 

call, the required prioritisation (L&S or not) of the ambulance dispatch to the scene of 

a road crash. 

 

I conducted a retrospective cohort study using EMS dispatch data sourced from St 

John Ambulance Western Australia (SJ-WA) 8 (a single-tier emergency ambulance 

service covering all WA) linked to detailed descriptive crash data sourced from 

composite collection from the Western Australia Police Department, Main Roads 

Western Australia, and the Insurance Commission of Western Australia. 9 Using these 

linked data, I firstly wanted to assess whether the system currently used by many EMS 

worldwide, known as the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS), 10 could 

accurately identify the required dispatch priority of ambulances to the scene of a crash. 

To do this, I used the MPDS dispatch categories assigned during the call for emergency 

medical assistance and plotted their predictive ability on a Receiver Operating 

Characteristic (ROC) curve and assessed this ability to classify whether L&S were 
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required according to the dispatch category. I then investigated alternative methods for 

the identification of ambulance dispatch priority to the scene. I explored this in three 

different ways: (1) using the MPDS and associated dispatch categories, (2) a simple 

decision-tree approach based on characteristics of crashes (e.g., head-on, at a 

roundabout, at night-time or involving a pedestrian) and (3) a machine-learning 

approach using emergency medical dispatch notes using natural language processing. 

The broad aims of my thesis were as follows: 

 

1.2 AIM 

Aim 1: To determine how well the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS) 10 

dispatch categories (codes) can discriminate between those road crashes that do/do 

not require a L&S response. 

Aim 2: To describe the clinical, demographic, and crash characteristics of road crash 

patients attended by emergency ambulance. 

Aim 3: To synthesise the reported evidence for whether ambulatory status can 

accurately inform the requirement for a L&S response to road crashes.  

Aim 4: To determine whether combinations of characteristics of the crash, able to be 

described by a layperson at the scene, can identify those ambulance-attended road 

crashes that do/do not require a L&S response. 

Aim 5: To describe the distribution of patient acuity at the scene of ambulance-

attended road crashes according to different characteristics of crashes. 

Aim 6: To determine (using natural language processing) how well text written in 

emergency medical dispatcher (EMD) dispatch notes can identify those ambulance-

attended road crashes that do/do not require a L&S response.  
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1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

To address the above research aims, there were several specific research objectives. 

These are outlined in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Research aims linked to specific research objectives 
Aim 1: To determine how well the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS) 10 

dispatch categories (codes) can discriminate between those road crashes 
that do/do not require a L&S response. 

i. To undertake a retrospective cohort study in which MPDS dispatch codes 
for the Traffic/Transportation Chief Complaint are investigated for their 
ability to discriminate between L&S incidents. 

ii. To describe the proportion of L&S incidents within each MPDS dispatch 
category. 

iii. To determine whether MPDS dispatch categories can discriminate 
between those incidents that do/do not require a L&S response based on 
the sensitivity, specificity, and an AUROC. 

iv. To determine a threshold level of predictive models to identify those 
incidents that do/do not require a L&S response.  

Aim 2: To describe the clinical, demographic, and crash characteristics of road 
crash patients attended by emergency ambulance. 

i. To describe patient demographics and crash characteristics attended by 
emergency ambulance. 

ii. To determine factors associated with the need for a ‘Priority One’ (L&S) 
response.  

Aim 3: To synthesise the reported evidence for whether ambulatory status can 
accurately inform the requirement for a L&S response to road crashes. 

i. To conduct a systematic review of the published evidence for an 
association with ambulatory status and the need for a L&S response. 

ii. To evaluate the quality of the methods used in studies analysing the above 
association. 

Aim 4: To determine whether combinations of characteristics of the crash, able to 
be described by a layperson at the scene, can identify those crashes that 
do/do not require a L&S response. 

i. To derive decision-tree models to identify those crashes that do/do not 
require a L&S response using different combinations of MPDS dispatch 
codes and crash characteristics  

ii. To evaluate the predictability of the derived decision trees by over- and 
under-triage rates. 

Aim 5: To describe the distribution of patient acuity by characteristics of crashes 
and to identify those characteristics that have a bimodal distribution in 
the acuity of patients. 

i. To describe the distribution of the immediate on-scene acuity of patients 
using the NEWS2 score. 

ii. To determine the types of crashes that result in variation in patient 
acuity, particularly those that result in a bimodal distribution of acuity 

Aim 6: To determine how well text written in emergency medical dispatcher 
notes can identify those crashes that do/do not require a L&S response.  

i. To derive machine-learning models for predicting the need for a L&S 
response using both MPDS dispatch codes and features generated from 
free-text recorded by EMD. 

ii. To determine the best performance model using precision, recall and F1-
score. 
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1.4 SIGNIFICANCE 

The thesis seeks to make a positive contribution toward the accuracy of ambulance 

dispatch prioritisation with the goal that the findings will improve EMS system 

efficiency  

 

1.5 THESIS APPROACH 

This thesis takes a ‘hybrid model’ approach, which combines both published studies 

(or those submitted for review) and a written description of the work undertaken.  

 

1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

This thesis comprises eleven chapters, as follows in Table 3. 
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Table 3 Overview of thesis chapters 

Chapter Description Aims  

1 Introduction  

2 
Contextual Overview 
This chapter summarises existing literature regarding EMS and the 
dispatch of ambulances to the scene of road crashes.  

 

3 

General Methodology 
This chapter describes the general methodology for the six analytical 
studies, including data sources, variables, units of measurement, and 
analytical techniques. 

 

4 

Study 1 - Dispatch Codes and Ability to Discriminate 
This chapter gives a summary of the research conducted for the 
published study – Ceklic E, Tohira H, Finn J, Brink D, Bailey P, 
Whiteside A, Brown E, Brits R, Ball S. Can ambulance dispatch 
categories discriminate traffic incidents that do/do not require a 
lights and sirens response? International Journal of Emergency 
Services. 2021 Dec 16.  

 
Preceding this is a copy of the published version of the study. 

1 
 

5 
 

Study 2 – Crash Characteristics and High Acuity Patients 
This chapter gives a summary of the research conducted for the 
published study – Ceklic E, Tohira H, Ball S, Brown E, Brink D, 
Bailey P, Whiteside A, Finn J. Motor vehicle crash characteristics 
that are predictive of high acuity patients: an analysis of linked 
ambulance and crash data. Prehospital emergency care. 2021 Apr 
20;25(3):351-60.  
 

Preceding this is a copy of the published version of the study. 

2 
 

6 

Study 3 – A Systematic Review of Ambulant Status  
This chapter gives a summary of the research conducted for the 
published study – Ceklic E, Tohira H, Ball S, Finn J. A Systematic 
Review of the Relationship Between Ambulant Status and the Need for 
a Lights-and-Siren Ambulance Response to Crashes. Annals of 
Emergency Dispatch & Response. 2020;7(3).  
 

Preceding this is a copy of the published version of the study. 

3  
 

7 
Study 4 – Decision Tree Dispatch Algorithm 
 
This chapter gives a summary of the research conducted for the 
published study - Ceklic E, Tohira H, Ball S, Brown E, Brink D, 

4  
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Bailey P, Brits R, Finn J. A predictive ambulance dispatch algorithm 
to the scene of a motor vehicle crash: the search for optimal over and 
under-triage rates. BMC emergency medicine. 2022 Dec;22(1):1-1. 
 
Preceding this is a copy of the published version of the study. 
 

8 

Study 5 - Variation in On-Scene Patient Acuity  
This chapter gives a summary of the research conducted for the study 
submitted for review, titled – Variation in on-scene patient acuity 
for different types of traffic crashes: a linked data study.  

 
Preceding this is a copy of the study submitted for review. 

5 
 

9 

Study 6 – Natural Language Processing Dispatch Algorithm 
This chapter gives a summary of the research conducted for the 
published study - Ceklic E, Ball S, Finn J, Brown E, Brink D, Bailey 
P, Whiteside A, Brits R, Tohira H. Ambulance dispatch prioritisation 
for traffic crashes using machine learning: A natural language 
approach. International journal of medical informatics. 2022 Dec 1.  

 
Preceding this is a copy of the published version of the study. 

6  

 

10 

Synthesis of Findings: Over and Under-triage Rates 
 
This chapter synthesises the findings from studies 1, 4 and 6 by 
providing comparative over and under-triage rates. 

1,4,6 

11 

Discussion  
 
This chapter provides a discussion synthesising the findings within 
the context of current literature and the research objectives. The 
significance of the findings, limitations, and suggestions for future 
research are presented.       
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Chapter 2: Contextual Overview 

This chapter aims to provide contextual information relating to road crashes and the 

role of EMS, particularly concerning the dispatch of ambulances. 

 

2.1 BACKGROUND STATISTICS 

Road crashes are the leading cause of injury worldwide, resulting in around 1.4 million 

deaths each year and about 35 million injuries.1 While the road crash fatality rate 

(deaths per 100,000 population) varies considerably across countries, economic 

income groups and the road environment (urban or rural), the worldwide road crash 

fatality rate is estimated to be 15.1 deaths per 100,000 population. 11 This mortality 

rate is comparable to death due to diabetes, tuberculosis, and hypertensive heart 

disease.1  

 

There are numerous methods to reduce the burden of road crashes, including 

enhancements to road infrastructure, enforcement of traffic laws, the development of 

safer vehicles and driving-related education. Emergency Medical Systems (EMS), 

which dispatch ambulances to the scene of a crash, are another available method to 

reduce the burden of deaths and injuries resulting from road crashes. 
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2.2 EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 

An EMS, also termed an ambulance service, is defined as ‘the system that organizes 

all aspects of care provided to patients in the pre-hospital or out-of-hospital 

environment.’12 ‘Pre-hospital’ is medical care given in the community, such as at the 

roadside (for road crashes), home, work, or school. This care may be given by doctors, 

nurses, paramedics, or emergency medical technicians (EMTs). The purpose of EMS 

is to provide timely care to patients with emergency medical needs, to mitigate the risk 

of death, long-term health consequences, physical pain or psychological distress.13 For 

road crashes, EMS has a critical role in preventing road crash deaths and reducing the 

severity of injuries through accurate clinical assessment, provision of high-quality 

care, fast transport to definitive care (such as a hospital trauma centre) and 

coordination of other emergency services.14 EMS are often the first point of contact 

with medical services for road crash patients and therefore they are viewed as the 

‘gatekeepers’ for accessing further care, such as that provided in emergency 

departments (ED) and tertiary hospitals.13 (p1) 

 

EMS are activated during phone calls for emergency medical assistance. For road 

crashes, this means calls from those directly involved in the crash or bystanders. In 

Australia, this involves a telephone call to the number ‘000’; 15 for the United States, 

this is ‘911’16 and for the United Kingdom, ‘999’.17 In Australia a call to ’000’ is 

initially directed to a centralised emergency call centre that also manages calls for 

other emergencies, such as for urgent police or fire brigade (also known as fire 

department) attendance.17  
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2.2.1 Dispatching Sequence of Events 

An EMS’ involvement with a medical emergency follows a sequence of events that 

starts with the incident and is followed by a telephone call (sometimes text) for 

emergency medical assistance18 During the call for assistance, the emergency medical 

dispatcher (EMD) clarifies the reason for the call. This enables the triage priority to be 

established, for an ambulance (or ambulances) to be dispatched to the scene.18 Other 

steps in the continuum involve ambulance arrival at the scene, assessment/treatment 

and potential transport to an ED. The steps involving the call to the EMS and 

subsequent dispatch of ambulances are the primary focus of this thesis.  

 

2.3 AMBULANCE DISPATCH 

The EMD answers the call for emergency medical assistance. They ask a set of 

questions (often scripted/pre-written) to determine the needs of the patient(s). Based 

on the information gathered during the call, the priority with which the ambulance is 

dispatched to the scene is determined.19 Noting that the priority is also often pre-

determined, for example, a crash involving a pedestrian might always have a pre-

assigned priority as a L&S response. Given that ambulances are a scarce resource, with 

only a fixed number of ambulances available at any time, ambulances must be 

prioritised according to the medical needs of the patients.20 Ambulance prioritisation 

directly relates to the urgency of the medical need of the patient(s) and the available 

resources (ambulance crew and ambulances), rather than a first come, first serve basis. 

Ambulance prioritisation aims to ensure the appropriate care reaches the appropriate 

patient(s) within the appropriate time. Patients requiring urgent care are categorised at 

the highest priority, where L&S are used by the ambulance on the way to the scene. 
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Alternatively, the patient’s clinical needs may be categorised as a lower priority, 

therefore L&S are likely not used on the way. 

 

2.4 LIGHTS AND SIRENS 

L&S refers to using lights flashing on the ambulance and a warning siren sounding 

with the primary purpose to warn other drivers and request the right of way.21 When 

L&S are used, drivers are warned of the approaching ambulance and are expected to 

clear its path (give way), enabling the ambulance to rapidly reach its destination.22 

When ambulances use L&S, they are often exempt from normal road rules (traffic 

laws). Such as they can drive through stop signs and red lights or exceed the posted 

speed limit (where it is safe to do so).23   

 

2.4.1 Advantages of L&S 

The major advantage of a L&S ambulance response is the reduction in travel time for 

the ambulance from the time of dispatch to its arrival on the scene.24 This is because 

using L&S means that ambulances can exceed the posted speed limit and manoeuvre 

through traffic more efficiently. 22 Several studies found a reduction in travel time to 

the scene when using a L&S response, ranging from a reduction of 1 minute 46 seconds 

to 14 minutes. 24–29 

 

Reducing travel time to the scene can potentially improve patient outcomes. For 

instance, it was found that a response time below 4 minutes increased the chance of 

survival to hospital discharge30 and reduced the likelihood of mortality across all calls 
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for assistance, not just for road crashes.31 However, many studies question whether a 

reduced response time produces clinically relevant results.26,30,32,33 This is particularly 

the case in studies where L&S are used on the way to the scene for a low-acuity patient 

(one who does not require a time-critical intervention). While controversy undoubtedly 

exists regarding the effect of ambulance response time on patient outcomes across all 

calls for emergency medical assistance (for road crashes or otherwise), one study 

specifically concerning road crashes found that a 10-minute reduction in response time 

was associated with a one-third decrease in the probability of death following 

involvement in a crash.6 

 

Given that a reduction in travel time to the scene is most frequently associated with 

positive patient outcomes for those requiring time-critical care, the opposite is also 

true: a prolonged response time can have negative consequences for the patient. A 

study conducted in the United States found that in trauma patients (including those in 

a road crash), a lengthy pre-hospital time was associated with the onset of pneumonia 

in hospital,31 and a study of rural road crash patients found an increase in mortality 

because of a delayed response to the crash scene.34 Overall, using L&S has positive 

outcomes for patients (who require care) due to reduced response times; equally, 

prolonged response times can risk patients’ health.  

 

An additional advantage of using L&S is that they may increase the safety of those 

driving the ambulance (e.g., doctors, nurses, or paramedics) and those around them, as 

drivers are warned of the oncoming ambulance. 35 Having a warning (through L&S) 

means that drivers can move out of the way of the ambulance, creating free driving 

space. This is sometimes termed as being ‘required to yield.’ 35 Having free driving 
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space means that ambulances and other vehicles are less likely to make contact and 

crash. This is imperative when environmental conditions, such as high traffic 

congestion or wet roads caused by rain, may impede the speed of the ambulance to the 

scene. Notwithstanding the advantages of dispatching an ambulance to the scene using 

L&S, there are disadvantages and risks involved. 

 

2.4.2 Disadvantages/Risks of L&S 

One disadvantage associated with dispatching L&S is due to the relationship between 

speed and crash risk. When ambulances are dispatched using L&S, they may drive 

above the posted speed limit, potentially resulting in an increased risk of crashes 

involving ambulances. The premise that increases in driving speed are associated with 

an increase in the probability of a crash is based on the power model of speed. 33 

 

The relationship between speed and the probability of a crash is quantitatively 

explained by the power model of speed. The relationship was first described in a study 

combining the findings of 98 separate studies and has since been updated several 

times.36–41 The model is as follows: any increase in mean traffic speed results in an 

increased probability of a crash; the greater the mean speed, the more likely is a fatal 

crash rather than a crash of lesser severity, such as one requiring hospitalisation. This 

model has been validated by hundreds of studies relating to road crashes among the 

general population. 

 

A few studies have considered crash risk specifically for ambulances driving using 

L&S. A recent study found that during the ambulance response to the scene (for any 
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type of call for emergency assistance, not limited to road crashes), the risk of crashing 

increased when L&S were used.5 The study (based in the United States) estimated 4.6 

crashes per 100,000 ambulance responses to the scene without L&S compared to 5.4 

crashes per 100,000 responses to the scene with L&S (statistically significant 

difference). Conversely, others found this was not the case. One study from Alabama 

(United States) on the risks of police vehicles, fire trucks and ambulances crashing 

when using L&S found that ambulances were not at increased risk of crashing during 

this time.34 Another study found no difference in the proportion of crashes when using 

L&S or not using L&S, 42 and a recent study from Japan found a low crash rate when 

using L&S. 43 More research is required to reach a clear conclusion regarding crash 

risk (versus clinical benefit) when ambulances drive with L&S. 

 

The wake effect of ambulances, when using lights and sirens, refers to the phenomenon 

where other vehicles on the road respond to the presence of an approaching emergency 

vehicle by making way and yielding the right of way. The wake effect of ambulances 

using lights and sirens is a vital aspect of emergency response. It relies on the 

immediate and coordinated response of other road users to clear a path for the 

ambulance, allowing it to reach its destination quickly and provide critical medical 

assistance to those in need. This collective effort helps save lives by reducing response 

times during emergencies. However, this is some evidence that as vehicles make way 

for ambulances there is an increased probability of a crash. This disadvantage of using 

L&S has been reported by paramedics.44 

 

Having discussed the benefits of responding using L&S (to arrive on the scene 

sooner to give potentially time-critical interventions) and the disadvantages 
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(increased risk of ambulance crashes), another important consideration is relevant 

when understanding L&S use on the way to the scene; this relates to ambulances as a 

scarce resource. 

 

2.5 AMBULANCES AS A SCARCE RESOURCE 

In an EMS, an operationally prescribed number of ambulances is available, making 

ambulances a scarce, or limited, resource. This is important because sending an 

ambulance using L&S to the scene of a crash where it is not needed may mean that the 

ambulance is not free to respond using L&S to another incident that is a time-critical. 

 

Usually, the number of available ambulances reflects the size of the population and the 

resources available to fund the EMS in terms of staff and operation costs. 45 The WHO 

recommends one ambulance per 50,000 population. 46 Having a fixed number of 

ambulances makes their allocation to patients even more difficult as ambulance 

demand increases. A recent study found that after controlling for population growth 

and seasonal changes, ambulance demand is increasing at a rate of 1.4% per year in 

Australia. 47 Some attribute this to an ageing population, 48 others have found that 

patients from lower socioeconomic groups, 47 younger patients, 47 or those with no pre-

existing medical conditions 47 have contributed to increases in demand. Increases in 

ambulance demand combined with, in some jurisdictions, limited access to primary 

health care (general practitioners), insufficient community awareness of when to seek 

emergency care and the mainstreaming of mental health care, mean that delivering 

appropriate care to patients (L&S or not) is all the more important. 49 It is also 
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important to appreciate that increases in ambulance demand have been found to impact 

ambulance response times directly and negatively. 50 

 

One way to manage an increase in ambulance demand is to ensure that appropriate 

care reaches patients and that only those requiring a L&S response receive it. EMS 

most commonly dispatch ambulances (as L&S or not) using standardised emergency 

medical dispatch systems to triage patients and determine dispatch priority (L&S or 

not). 

 

2.6 EMERGENCY MEDICAL DISPATCH METHODS 

Emergency medical dispatch systems are a unified and systematic approach to the 

triage response of ascertaining clinical needs and prioritising ambulance dispatch. 51,52  

Emergency medical dispatch systems comprise various processes. These are not 

limited to but include standardising the call script, categorising calls into clinical need 

groups, ambulance dispatch prioritisation, and giving pre-arrival instructions. The 

systemised methods for determining the need for a L&S response are the focus of this 

thesis. 

 

EMS worldwide use different systems to dispatch ambulances; these are mainly 

protocol-based or guideline-driven. One of the main proprietary systems is the Medical 

Priority Dispatch System (MPDS). 19 
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2.6.1 Medical Priority Dispatch System 

The MPDS10 is a protocol-based system used mainly in Australia, the United 

Kingdom, the United States of America, and Canada. The MPDS protocol involves a 

set of scripted (pre-written) questions during the call for emergency medical 

assistance. These questions are asked by the EMD, often a layperson (non-medically) 

trained in receiving calls for emergency assistance and giving pre-arrival (before the 

ambulance arrives) instructions. Following the caller's response to the standardised 

EMD question of ‘Okay, tell me exactly what happened’, 19 the EMD identifies the 

purpose of the call which then categorises the clinical urgency using a set of codes 

(categories), such as those representing a cardiac arrest or drowning. For road crashes, 

the EMD poses some further scripted questions concerning whether any hazardous 

chemicals are present, whether anyone is trapped or has been thrown from a vehicle 

and whether any serious bleeding is occurring. 53 The EMD then assigns the road crash 

to a category (termed a dispatch or determinant code). These categories classify the 

road crash into a single category, such as rollover, trapped victim, or no injuries. It is 

important to mention that the EMD chooses the category that best describes the need 

for emergency medical care. Using a single category to assign to a crash is noteworthy, 

as road crashes rarely fit one category, but most often fit many. An example is when a 

vehicle hits a truck carrying hazardous chemicals, the vehicle then rolls over, trapping 

the patient, who requires extrication. The EMD, using the MPDS, is required to choose 

a single category. In this example, this crash could be the MPDS category of a rollover, 

a trapped patient, or a hazardous chemical. Each EMS has a predetermined ambulance 

priority associated with each MPDS category. For example, the category of a rollover 

might be pre-assigned as requiring a L&S response, whereas the MPDS category of 

no injuries (confirmed) is categorised as not requiring a L&S response. Noting that 
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some EMS may assign a high priority L&S response to all road crashes they are 

notified of. 

 

Despite the intention of MPDS to accurately prioritise patients to maximise EMS 

efficiency, some limitations exist regarding its ability to identify incidents or crashes 

that truly requiring a L&S response based on patient acuity. These limitations are 

mainly to do with the accuracy in identifying patient needs in terms of ambulance 

prioritisation. 

 

2.6.2 Limitations of Dispatch Systems 

Few studies have investigated the accuracy of emergency medical dispatch systems in 

identifying patients/incidents requiring a L&S response. A 2018 systematic review 

found that sensitivity (the proportion of those identified, over the phone, as requiring 

an urgent ambulance response, out of those who required it ranged from 78% to 93%. 

7 Additionally, the specificity (the proportion of those identified as not requiring an 

urgent response, who did not require it) ranged from 48% to 87%.7 When the 

under/over-triage rate is used as a measure of accuracy, the findings have a similarly 

broad range. Under-triage (the proportion of those who required a L&S response but 

did not receive one out of all those not prioritised as L&S) ranged from 3% to 5%. 

Conversely, over-triage (the proportion of those who did not require a L&S response 

but received one, out of all those who received a L&S response) ranged from 71% to 

78%. 54,55 However, these studies, using sensitivity, specificity, and over/under-triage 

rates, were not specifically for road crashes but for the wider EMS. More research is 
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needed to determine the accuracy of dispatch systems for identifying crashes that do/do 

not require a L&S response. 

 

2.7 COMPLEXITY IN ROAD CRASHES 

One reason emergency medical dispatch systems currently used by many EMS 

worldwide have limitations in identifying crashes requiring a L&S response is that 

crashes are complex events. 56 The Haddon matrix explains how elements relating to 

the person, vehicle and environment interact before, during and after a crash to 

determine the severity of the injuries of those involved. The unique combinations of 

these different elements (person/vehicle/environment and before/during/after) of a 

crash result in different severities of injuries, such as those that require or do not 

require a L&S response. Consider the criterion of a rollover. This characteristic of a 

crash is used by the MPDS to categorise and prioritise ambulances to the scene. 

However, the literature contains mixed findings regarding whether rollover should be 

used to predict patients who are severely injured and presumably require a L&S 

response. This is because some patients involved in a rollover are completely 

uninjured, whereas others die at the scene.57 This variability could be due to 

combinations of other elements of the crash, such as whether the patient was wearing 

a seatbelt, the number of rotations, the strength of the vehicle and whether they were 

ejected. Using a single element, such as rollover, limits the accuracy of dispatch 

systems, and an alternative method should be explored. 
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2.8 NEED FOR EMS TO CRASHES 

While not all those involved in a crash require a L&S response, for those patients who 

do, such a response (L&S) can have significant positive outcomes. A study specifically 

concerning EMS and road crashes found that a 10-minute reduction in the response 

time of the EMS was associated with a one-third decrease in the probability of death 

following involvement in a road crash.6 Similarly, some note that the critical role of 

EMS in preventing road crash deaths is through accurate clinical assessment, provision 

of high-quality care and coordination of other emergency services.14 Moreover, of 

deaths due to road crashes, using the internationally standard definition of death within 

30 days of the crash, more than half occur at the scene, rather than in transit to the ED, 

in the ED, in the hospital or after discharge.6  This reiterates the importance of a L&S 

response to the scene of a crash for time-critical patients.  

 

2.9 ALTERNATIVE DISPATCH METHODS 

Some researchers have sought to propose alternative methods to identify road crash 

patient needs. For example, crash scene characteristics have been used in decision trees 

to predict injury severity (different from the requirement for a L&S response). 58,59  

Although these algorithms are not directly relevant to EMS as they often use crude 

ordinal outcome measures (died/injured/uninjured) or measured patient acuity well 

after the time of the crash (such as during the hospital stay) which are not directly 

applicable to EMS dispatch. However, they do propose the possibility of using 

combinations of crash characteristics, rather than a single crash feature, as in the 

MPDS. A single study did explore the use of combinations of crash characteristics to 

predict the need for a L&S response. 60 This study found that a combination of patient 
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ambulatory status, the number of vehicles involved and the location of the crash, could 

accurately predict ambulance dispatch prioritisation. While many of these methods 

show promise, they either require further validation or have not used an outcome 

variable relevant to an EMS setting. 

 

2.10 LOCAL CONTEXT 

St John Western Australia (SJ-WA) is the single-tier, sole contracted provider of 

emergency medical services to Perth. Perth covers an area of around 6,400 square 

kilometres. 61 There are three expressways (those with limited access, also called 

freeways) and nine highways (those with intersections with other roads). 62 The road 

crash fatality rate is 3.6 per 100,000 people per year. 63  This is comparable to the cities 

of San Francisco (3.2 per 100,000) and Seattle (3.8 per 100,000). 64  

 

SJ-WA ambulances are generally staffed by two university-trained paramedics, 

although there may be an additional student on board. SJ-WA paramedics can perform 

advanced life-support skills such as manual defibrillation and endotracheal intubation. 

65   

 

SJ-WA delivers emergency medical assistance to approximately 192,000 patients 

annually, across Western Australia (WA).66  The local process for EMS is as follows: 

when the need for medical assistance arises, a telephone call will be made using the 

‘000’ emergency call number. This call is answered by an Emergency Call Service 

Operator. The operator’s role, in Australia, is to distribute calls according to the 

required emergency service organisation: either medical (ambulance), police or fire. 
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Calls for emergency medical assistance are forwarded to the SJ-WA State Operation 

Centre located in Belmont, WA. The State Operation Centre uses the MPDS (version 

12.1 over the study period) to categorise calls, with each category having a pre-

assigned ambulance priority. In WA, the highest priority call is termed a Priority One, 

where L&S are used on the way to the scene and there is an operationally defined goal 

for the time to arrival (90% of Priority One answered calls to arrive on-scene within 

15 minutes). Calls may also be categorised as Priority Two (90% of calls to arrive on-

scene within 25 minutes) or Three (90% of calls to arrive on-scene within 60 minutes). 

For priorities Two and Three, L&S may not be used on the way to the scene.  

 

Currently, SJ-WA assigns a L&S response to all calls for assistance to road crashes, 

due to the potential for life-threatening injuries and concerns that bystanders are unable 

to accurately assess clinical need. However, data derived from police crash records 67  

suggests that only a small proportion of crashes require a L&S response, with 1.9% of 

those involved in a crash reported to police having either died or required 

hospitalisation. Although the number of people who require a L&S response to crashes 

remains unknown in Perth, the disproportionate percentages of people who died/were 

hospitalised versus those who were uninjured suggests SJ-WA does not need to send 

L&S responses to all crashes.  

 

Not limited to a SJ-WA locally relevant issue, the variability of the acuity of patients 

at road crashes and the associated priority of ambulance directly relates to the local 

EMS from which this PhD derives.  Therefore, exploring evidence-based approaches 
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for identifying the prioritisation of an ambulance to the scene of a crash is the main 

aim of this thesis.
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Chapter 3: General Methodology 

This chapter describes the analytical methods commonly used in this thesis. The 

methods for the systematic review is reported within that study.  

 

3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN AND SETTING 

This retrospective cohort study was based on road crashes attended by paramedics 

from the 1st of January 2014 to the 31st of December 2016, in the Perth metropolitan 

area of Western Australia. In 2016, Perth had a population of approximately 2.02 

million people. 68 Around 77% of the population were aged over 18 years, and there 

was a median age of 36.0 years. 68  

 

3.2 DATA SOURCES  

There were two data sources used to conduct the research for the analytical studies of 

this thesis - ambulance data and crash data. 

 

3.2.1 Ambulance Data 

The ambulance data were extracted for all crashes where the dispatch code was related 

to transport (MPDS Protocol 29: Traffic/Transportation Incidents)10 or where a road 

crash was identified in an electronic patient case record (ePCR) by paramedics on the 

scene. 
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The following cases were excluded from the ambulance data: 

(1) those involving emergency medical helicopters, as these are not routinely used 

in the Perth metropolitan area. 

(2) those where a patient was assessed (visually or verbally but no observations 

were taken) and did not require any transport or treatment. 

(3) where the patient could not be located on arrival, such as if the patient left the 

scene or there was a hoax call.  

(4) where the patient did not require emergency care, such as inter-facility 

transfers. 

 

The ambulance data contained information collected during the emergency telephone 

call (recorded by the computer-aided dispatch system, or CAD) and ePCRs, completed 

by paramedics. There was a separate record (ePCR) for every patient, and this record 

may be attached to one or more CAD records. For example, where there were multiple 

callers (or CAD records) for the same patient. Similarly, there may be multiple ePRCs 

for the same patient, attached to one or more CAD records. For example, where a 

patient was assessed or treated by more than one ambulance crew and had multiple 

callers for emergency medical assistance, including both bystanders or those directly 

involved. These complex combinations of ‘many-to-many relationships’ in the 

ambulance data required me to spend considerable time cleaning records to create one 

unique record for every patient that contained all collected information.  

 

As well as creating a unique person record, I also create a unique crash record. 

Sometimes, multiple calls may be received for the same crash, but different 

circumstances and geographies are described by the caller. This could cause the CAD 
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system to not recognise that these calls were for the same crash and associated patients. 

The cleaning of data and subsequent identification of unique crashes and patients were 

essential for the process of linkage to occur to police crash data.  

 

3.2.2 Police Crash Data 

Police crash data contained detailed information describing the crash. This included 

information on the persons involved, their role in the crash, the vehicle details, the 

crash, the sequence of events surrounding the crash and the road environment. 

 

Police crash data is a combination of data collected by:  

(1) The Western Australia Police officers who attended the scene of a crash for all 

crashes above a certain threshold, defined as grievous bodily harm or serious 

injury. 

(2) The Insurance Commission of Western Australia (ICWA), who collects 

information derived from those people who were involved directly in the crash 

and are legislatively required to report the crash (where the value of the damage 

exceeded AUD$3,000, where someone was injured or if the owner of damaged 

property was not present). 

(3) Main Roads Western Australia, who add detailed temporal (day, time, weather) 

and environmental information (road environment) besides that collected by 

Police and ICWA. 

 

The following cases were excluded from the Police crash data: 

(1) crashes not on a gazetted road (such as private road or property). 
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(2) Those that resulted from an intentional act (such as suicide, murder, or a 

deliberate crash by police to halt a driver); or  

(3) Those that resulted from a force of nature (such as a flood, tree falling or a 

lightning strike).  

 

3.3 DATA LINKAGE 

The linking of ambulance and police data was an important part of this thesis, with 

studies 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, using linked data (correspondingly chapters 4, 5, 7, 8 & 9). 

 

Data linkage allowed me to have access to a broad scope of variables for analysis that 

were not available in simply one dataset.  However, the linking of ambulance and 

police data was a difficult and lengthy process because of the complexity of the many-

to-many relationships in the ambulance data.  

 

The data were linked using a deterministic and then probabilistic approach. Firstly, 

ambulance data were linked to crash data based on geographical proximity and date of 

the crash. This was further refined using vehicle license plate numbers, and 

demographics (age in years and sex). Lastly, the SPEDIS technique, 69 a fuzzy name-

matching algorithm, was used to estimate the likelihood that the first/last name in the 

ambulance data were a probable match to the first/last name in the police data. 

 

Records were linked between the ambulance and the police data using a left outer join, 

where the final included records for analysis were: (1) all ambulance records and (2) 
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only police records that had a matching ambulance record. This is because the focus 

of the thesis was ambulance-attended crashes. There were some records in the 

ambulance data that did not have a corresponding police record (<5%), this could be 

where the driver neglected to report the crash. As the primary interest of this thesis 

was in ambulance dispatch priority, all road crash ambulance records were retained 

whether there was a matching police record. Conversely, there were many crashes 

recorded in the police data, such as crashes where no one was injured and only damage 

to vehicles occurred, that did not have a corresponding ambulance record. Given that 

no one was injured, a corresponding ambulance record was not expected. These 

records were excluded, as there was no corresponding ePCR or dispatch information. 

The linkage rate was 66.6%.  

 

Data were linked using SAS BASE 9.3 70 and Fine-Grained Records Integration and 

Linkage Tool (Emory University, US).  

 

3.4 OUTCOME MEASUREMENT 

The primary outcome of interest (dependent variable) was the need for a L&S 

response. Initially, I defined this as either (1) or (2) see below (used in Study 2), 

however during the course of my thesis a high acuity indicator was developed, after 

which I defined the need for a L&S response as either (1), (2) or (3) (used in studies 

1,4 and 6). 

(1) Anyone died on scene/in transit, or  

(2) Anyone went L&S from scene to ED, or 

(3) Anyone had any high acuity retrospective indicators. 
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The third indicator above (3) was based on criteria developed by a clinical reference 

group at SJ-WA (initially for internal purposes within SJ-WA that were independent 

of this PhD). This reference group created a list of high acuity indicators in 2019 to 

support system-wide analysis of patient acuity regarding dispatch categories, as part 

of a review of the response priorities assigned to each dispatch code. These indicators 

include observation metrics, administered medications and clinical interventions. See 

Chapter 7, Study 4, Supplementary material, for a complete list. A similar 

methodology was employed by Ambulance Victoria, also as part of a review of 

dispatch priorities. 71 

 

Some examples of observations identifying the need for a L&S response include 

having a Glasgow Coma Scale verbal score of 1 (none) or 2 (incomprehensible), or a 

consciousness state as nil response to pain. Interventions included cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation and automated external defibrillator - shock delivered. Medication in the 

indicator list included packed red blood cells and epinephrine. 

 

For the fifth study, I required the outcome measure (representing patient acuity and the 

need for a L&S response) to be continuous, rather than a binary variable. Therefore, I 

used the New Early Warning Score (NEWS2). The NEWS2 is a clinical tool used to 

assess a patient's illness severity and identify those at risk of deterioration. The 

NEWS2 assigns scores based on vital signs and clinical observations. I derived the 

NEWS2 from the initial vital signs and clinical observation collected by paramedics 

at the scene. 
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3.5 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

As well as descriptive and univariate techniques (counts, percentages, medians 

standard deviations and inter-quartile ranges) a variety of different analytical methods 

were used, encompassing both traditional statistics and machine learning approaches. 

Each of these analytical techniques was chosen to reflect the aim of that study.  

 

Techniques included:  

(1) the plotting of sensitivity/specificity thresholds on the receiver-operating 

characteristics (ROC) curve to find the optimal performance of sensitivity 

versus specificity. This technique was used a study that sought to assess 

whether MPDS dispatch categories could be used to discriminate between 

those crashes that required a L&S response and those that did not. This 

technique was suitable as it allowed me to plot the sensitivity against specificity 

and assess whether these values would be acceptable in an EMS context. See 

Study 1 in Chapter 4. 

(2) crude odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals. This technique was chosen for 

the study that initially explored the concept of using crash characteristics to 

predict the need for a L&S response. Odds ratios was chosen due to the data 

types, with the dichotomous dependant variable (required or did not require a 

L&S response) and categorical independent variables (such as road user type: 

driver, passenger, motorcyclist, pedestrian and bicyclist, or crash type: head 

one, sideswipe etc).  See Study 2 in Chapter 5. 

(3) a Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detector technique (CHAID) to develop 

decision trees. This technique was used in the study that explored whether 
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crash characteristics, which could potentially be described by someone at the 

scene of a crash, could be used to identify the need for a L&S response. This 

technique was chosen because decision trees are easy to visualize and interpret, 

such as for application as a simple bystander description into a prediction about 

L&S requirements. Additionally, the CHAID decision tree was chosen over 

other decision tree types, as it allows for use of both numeric and categorical 

data types, which was important as I wanted to use all the available variables 

(both numerical and categorical) to maximise the potential for accuracy. See 

Study 4 in Chapter 7. 

(4) the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Bi-modality coefficient and Hartigan’s dip test 

were used to detect the presence of bimodal or multimodal distributions in data. 

These tests were used to explain the findings from Study 4, where crash 

characteristics were unable to predict the need for a L&S response, with the 

idea that this night be attributable to the distribution of acuity across different 

crash characteristics. These tests have both advantages and disadvantages and 

are therefore best used in conjunction. See study 5 in Chapter 8. 

(5) machine learning techniques including ensemble, k-nearest neighbour (k-NN), 

Naïve Bayes, neural network, and support vector machine. Machine learning 

can be better suited for data that has a varied distribution because it can 

effectively model complex relationships between input variables (called 

independent variables in traditional statistics) and the target variable, 

(otherwise known as the dependent variable). See Study 6 in Chapter 9. 
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Table 4 Differences in methods across analytical studies

Chapter Study Data 
source/s Unit of measurement Predictor/Independent 

variables 
Outcome/Dependant 

variables 

Analytical 
technique 

4 

Study 1: Can 
Ambulance Dispatch 
Codes Discriminate 
those traffic incidents 

Ambulance 
Incident 

(MPDS Protocol 
Transportation/Traffic) 

MPDS dispatch codes 

Required a L&S response 
as (1) Died on scene/in 
transit or (2) L&S from 

scene to ED (3) High acuity 
retrospective indicators 

Sensitivity/specificity 
ROC curve 

5 

Study 2: Motor Vehicle 
Crash Characteristics 
that are Predictive of 
High Acuity Patient 

Ambulance 
& crash Patients Clinical, Demographic, 

Crash characteristics 

High acuity as (1) Died on 
scene/in transit or (2) L&S 

from scene to ED 

Crude odds ratios 
and 95% confidence 

intervals 

6 
Study 3: A Systematic 
Review of Ambulant 
Status 

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

7 

Study 4: A predictive 
Dispatch Algorithm to 
the Scene of a Motor 
Vehicle Crashes 

Ambulance 
& crash Crash 

Crash characteristics 
and MPDS dispatch 

codes 

Required a L&S response 
as (1) Died on scene/in 
transit or (2) L&S from 

scene to ED (3) High acuity 
retrospective indicators 

Decision tree: Chi-
square Automatic 

Interaction Detector 
technique 

8 

Study 5:  Variation in 
On-scene Patient Acuity 
for Different Types of 
Traffic Crashes 

Ambulance 
& crash 

Patients                        
≥ 16 years Crash characteristics Initial on-scene acuity 

(NEWS2) 

Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test,  
Bi-modality 
coefficient & 

Hartigan’s dip test 

9 

Study 6:  Ambulance 
dispatch prioritisation 
for traffic crashes using 
machine learning 

Ambulance 
& crash Crash 

Crash characteristics 
and MPDS dispatch 

codes 

Required a L&S response 
as (1) Died on scene/in 
transit or (2) L&S from 

scene to ED (3) High acuity 
retrospective indicators 

Machine learning 
techniques 
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Chapter 4: Dispatch Codes and the Ability to 

Discriminate  

4.1 OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE 

My first study aimed to determine whether the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS), 19 a 

proprietary dispatch system used by many EMS globally, could be a suitable tool to determine 

the required priority of ambulances to the scene of a crash. Therefore, I set out to see if dispatch 

categories—as defined by the MPDS—could distinguish between crashes that require a L&S 

response and those that do not. 

 

Ambulance data from the period 2014 to 2016 were used in a retrospective cohort analysis. The 

predictor variable was the dispatch categories for the traffic/transportation MPDS Chief 

Complaint (Protocol 29) 19 assigned during the call for emergency medical assistance. Whether 

a crash required a L&S response (defined as: whether anyone died on scene/in transit, or 

whether L&S was used from scene to ED, or whether anyone included any high acuity 

retrospective indicators) was the outcome variable. The potential cut-off threshold was 

calculated for each trade-off between the true positive rate (sensitivity) and the false positive 

rate (specificity). 

 

My findings are described in the following manuscript which was published in the International 

Journal of Emergency Services in 2022. 
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Ceklic E, Tohira H, Finn J, Brink D, Bailey P, Whiteside A, Brown E, Brits R, Ball S. Can 

ambulance dispatch categories discriminate traffic incidents that do/do not require a lights and 

sirens response? International Journal of Emergency Services. 2022 Aug 9;11(2):222-34. 
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4.2 STUDY 1 
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4.3 INTERPRETATION  

The main finding from this study was that MPDS dispatch categories were not useful 

discriminators between those incidents that do or do not require a L&S response. While there 

is no universally accepted target for sensitivity/specificity values in an EMS setting, the 

American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma (ACSCOT) recommends sensitivity as 

95% (otherwise known as an under-triage rate of 5%). 72 However, I found a threshold of 

sending L&S to all incident categories with a percentage of 0.09%, in order to meet the 

ACSCOT value for sensitivity. In other words, the system would dispatch L&S to almost all 

incidents at this level since it would have approximately 99% sensitivity and 1% specificity. 

While I recognise that the MPDS serves many objectives, I do not think it is a good 

discriminator when determining retrospectively whether a particular road crash was a L&S 

incident or not and is therefore unlikely to be a suitable tool to be used prospectively. These 

findings may have practical implications for any EMS jurisdiction currently using the MPDS 

to identify the priority of ambulances to the scene of a crash. 

 

 

As an extension to this study, further exploration could involve repeating the area under the 

ROC curve calculation after excluding the MPDS categories with relatively low numbers of 

incidents such as ‘death on scene’ or ‘subway incident'. 
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Chapter 5: Crash Characteristics and High Acuity   

5.1 OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE 

Given the findings from my previous study (Study 1), I sought to explore alternative methods 

(to the MPDS) to identify the required dispatch priority of ambulances to the scene of a crash. 

The proposed method was to use descriptive characteristics of the crash, such as if an airbag 

was deployed or the location of the crash. I wanted to assess whether these characteristics were 

associated with crashes with high acuity patients; thereby suggesting the possibility that such 

characteristics could be used by laypersons at the scene to describe crashes to EMDs and 

potentially improve the accuracy of ambulance dispatch.  

 

All road crash patients attended by SJ-WA ambulance in Perth between 2014 and 2016 were 

the subject of a retrospective cohort analysis. Police crash data and ambulance data were linked. 

Patient acuity was the key outcome variable, and high acuity was defined as either (1) an on-

scene death or (2) an ambulance transfer on priority one (lights and sirens) from the site to the 

hospital. Crude odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals were used to identify crash 

characteristics that indicated high acuity (need for a L&S response). 

 

My findings are described in the following manuscript that was published in Prehospital 

Emergency Care in 2021. The ‘author accepted manuscript’ version, as allowed due to 

copyright, is the version provided  
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Ceklic, E., Tohira, H., Ball, S., Brown, E., Brink, D., Bailey, P., ... & Finn, J. (2021). Motor 

vehicle crash characteristics that are predictive of high acuity patients: an analysis of linked 

ambulance and crash data. Prehospital emergency care, 25(3), 351-360.  
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5.2  STUDY 2 
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5.3 INTERPRETATION 

The purpose of this study (Study 2) was to explore the potential of crash characteristics to be 

used to prioritise ambulances. I found that there was considerable variability in the predictive 

ability of characteristics, with some being highly predictive and others not. As with other crash 

severity prediction models in the literature, 73 I reasoned that combinations of characteristics 

were more likely to provide reliable prediction models. Therefore, in a subsequent study (study 

4), I investigated a decision tree approach that I thought might reflect the need for combinations 

of characteristics. 

 

Interestingly, I found that ambulation was the strongest predictor of high acuity, with not 

ambulant patients having over 15 times the odds of being high acuity than ambulant patients. 

This is remarkable because ambulation status is not a criterion commonly used by EMS. In the 

next study I sought to explore this crash characteristic in the context of existing literature. 
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Chapter 6: A Systematic Review of Ambulant 

Status  

6.1 OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE 

Given the finding from my previous study, it was hypothesized that the ambulatory 

status of the road crash patient (i.e., whether they can walk) might potentially assist 

ambulance dispatch prioritisation. The goal of this systematic review was to review all 

published research to see whether the ambulatory status of people involved in a road 

crash could predict the requirement for a L&S ambulance response. A systematic 

review was therefore undertaken with the aim to address the question “is ambulatory 

status of those involved in a road crash associated with the need for a lights and sirens 

(L&S) ambulance response?”. 

 

I searched the following databases: EBSCO CINAHL, Ovid EMBASE/MEDLINE, 

Scopus, Cochrane Library, and grey literature. Studies that met the following criteria 

were considered: 1) ambulatory status was recorded as a predictor variable, 2) the need 

for a L&S ambulance response was an outcome variable, 3) restricted to comparative 

studies, 4) involved road crash patients. The risk of bias in studies was examined. 

 

My findings are described in in the following manuscript that was published in the 

Annals of Emergency Dispatch in 2020. 
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Ceklic E, Tohira H, Ball S, Finn J. A Systematic Review of the Relationship Between 

Ambulant Status and the Need for a Lights-and-Siren Ambulance Response to 

Crashes. Annals of Emergency Dispatch & Response. 2020;7(3). 
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6.2 STUDY 3 
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6.3 INTERPRETATION 

This systematic review determined that there was insufficient evidence to reach a 

definitive conclusion about the potential for ambulatory status as a dispatch criterion 

for road crashes. One study found that a 'not ambulant' status of patients at the scene 

of a road crash was a strong predictor of the need for a L&S ambulance response. 60  

Another reported that non-ambulant patients were more likely to have a reduced 

Glasgow Coma Scale score than ambulant patients, leading to a greater need for a L&S 

ambulance response. 74 

 

The paucity of research found in this systematic review contrasts with the findings 

from my previous study where ambulatory status was the strongest predictor of high 

acuity patients. I therefore suggested that future research could explore this crash 

characteristics further. 

 

Since the publication of this systematic review, no new studies have been published 

that provide additional information (up until June 2023). 
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Chapter 7: Decision Tree Dispatch Algorithm  

7.1 OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE 

Given the findings from my second study, that some crash characteristics were 

associated with the need for a L&S response, I sought to determine whether 

combinations of crash characteristics could be used to develop an algorithm to identify 

the required ambulance response to the scene of a road crash. This algorithm could 

then potentially be used to construct a set of questions to ask of the layperson at the 

scene to identify the need for a L&S response. 

 

A retrospective cohort study using ambulance and police data from 2014 to 2016 was 

conducted. The predictor variables included crash characteristics and MPDS dispatch 

codes, while the outcome variable was the need for a L&S ambulance response. Using 

the Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detector technique, decision trees with 

over/under-triage rates were constructed. The optimal model aimed to have a 5% 

under/over-triage rate and a 25-35% over-triage rate. 

 

My findings are described in the following manuscript that was published in BMC 

Emergency Medicine in 2022. 

 

Ceklic E, Tohira H, Ball S, Brown E, Brink D, Bailey P, Brits R, Finn J. A predictive 

ambulance dispatch algorithm to the scene of a motor vehicle crash: the search for 

optimal over and under-triage rates. BMC emergency medicine. 2022 Dec;22(1):1- 
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7.2 STUDY 4 
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7.3 INTERPRETATION  

Decision trees using crash characteristics as the node/branches were used to predict 

the need for a L&S response. A decision tree that would require between one and ten 

questions asked of the layperson at the scene by the EMD (to identify ambulance 

dispatch priority) had an under-triage rate of 2.7% and an over-triage rate of 84.8%. 

The ACSCOT suggests a 5% under-triage and a 25% to 35% over-triage rate for 

trauma team activation at any emergency department. While the results are not unusual 

compared to other dispatch methods, 7 the high over-triage rate represents considerable 

system inefficiency, as ambulances are sent using L&S to those crashes that do not 

require it. 

 

The findings from this study were surprising to me, I had expected at the beginning of 

my thesis to have found more promising under/over-triage rates using crash 

characteristics. My fifth study sought to explore the reason this method did not produce 

the desired results and my sixth offered an alternative, novel method, for identifying 

the need for a L&S response. 
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Chapter 8: Variation in On-Scene Patient Acuity  

8.1 OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE 

My second study demonstrated that some crash characteristics have high predictive 

ability in terms of the need for a L&S ambulance response. My fourth study suggested 

that combinations of crash characteristics might improve prediction, however simple 

combinations of crash characteristics could not predict the need for a L&S response 

with suitable accuracy. This study, therefore, aimed to explore the kinds of crash 

characteristics that result in variation in the acuity of patients and thereby provide an 

explanation for the simple decision tree having unsuitable accuracy in terms of the 

need for a L&S response prediction. 

 

In Perth, Western Australia, a retrospective cohort study was conducted on all road 

crash patients who were attended by emergency ambulance paramedics between 2014 

and 2016. The New Early Warning Score 2 (NEWS2) 75 was used to assess the initial 

on-scene patient acuity, which was based on the paramedics' initial clinical 

observations. The study involved performing the Bimodality statistic, Hartigan's dip 

statistic, 70,76 and visually inspecting the data to assess for the variation in acuity for 

crash characteristics. 

 

My findings are described in the following manuscript which is currently under 

review. The ‘author accepted manuscript’ version, as allowed due to copyright, is the 

version provided 
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5. Ceklic E, Tohira H, Ball S, Brink D, Bailey P, Whiteside, A, Brits R, Finn J. 

Variation in on-scene patient acuity for different types of traffic crashes: a linked 

data study. Under review – Traffic Injury Prevention. 
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8.2 STUDY 5 
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8.3 INTERPRETATION  

This study found that most patients had a low initial on-scene NEWS2 score of 0 

(41.1% representing low acuity patients), whereas only a small proportion had the 

highest score of 20 (1.4% representing high acuity patients). Crash characteristics such 

as crest/slope, cyclist, ejected, mid-block, motorcyclist, not ambulant, pedestrian, 

raining, speed zone ≥ 90 km/h, and trapped exhibited a bimodal distribution. The study 

concludes that while most crash characteristics have a low initial on-scene patient 

acuity, certain characteristics show a strongly bimodal distribution. These findings 

could be operationally useful for EMS dispatching ambulances to motor vehicle 

crashes. For my thesis, I concluded crash characteristics are not a useful predictor to 

be used for dispatch, which was the initial aim of this thesis. I therefore sought to find 

alternative methods with greater predictive accuracy (than my fourth study), and which 

could take advantage of the complexity of crashes (demonstrated in my sixth and final 

study). 

 

A suggestion for further research is to confirm the applicability of the NEWS2 in a 

pre-hospital setting, given that the NEWS2 was developed to be applied in an ED 

setting. Confirmation of its applicability could strengthen these findings. 
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Chapter 9: Natural Language Processing Dispatch 

Algorithm  

9.1 OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE  

This study sought to investigate whether the descriptive text typed by emergency 

medical dispatchers (EMDs) and conveyed automatically to paramedics on the way to 

the scene of a road crash, could predict the requirement for a L&S ambulance response 

to the scene. The rationale for this study was taken from my previous two studies that 

found a simple decision tree using traditional statistics could not predict the need for a 

L&S response with the required accuracy (the fourth study) and that one reason for 

this could be the distribution of acuity for different crash characteristics (the fifth 

study). Therefore, I wanted to use the dispatcher text to increase the number of 

elements that described the crash (from around 200 crash characteristics to 9,000 

unique dispatcher root words) and to take advantage of the features of machine 

learning. Machine learning algorithms are adept at discovering patterns in data that 

may not be apparent using traditional statistical methods. This is because machine 

learning algorithms find complex patterns and relationships in data, whereas 

traditional statistical methods may only identify simple linear relationships. The 

existence of these complex patterns was suggested in the findings of the fifth study. 

 

My findings are described in the following manuscript which was published in the 

International Journal of Medical Informatics in 2022. 
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Ceklic E, Ball S, Finn J, Brown E, Brink D, Bailey P, Whiteside A, Brits R, Tohira H. 

Ambulance dispatch prioritisation for traffic crashes using machine learning: A natural 

language approach. International journal of medical informatics. 2022 Dec 1; 

168:104886. 
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9.2 STUDY 6 
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9.3 INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION 

Overall, machine learning techniques offer significant advantages over traditional 

statistical methods, particularly in their ability to handle large and complex data, 

discover patterns, and achieve higher accuracy. All these features were evident in the 

findings of this study, which was with an ensemble machine learning algorithm using 

both MPDS dispatch codes and dispatcher text. This model could predict the need for 

a L&S response with 98% accuracy. I concluded that implementing machine learning 

algorithms by EMS (using MPDS dispatch categories and dispatcher text) has the 

potential to enhance the accuracy of dispatching to road crashes and ultimately lead to 

improved EMS efficiency.
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Chapter 10: Synthesis of Models 

To compare the findings from my three studies which offer a model and method to 

identify the need for a L&S response, I calculated the under and over-triage rates, as a 

shared measure of model accuracy. 

 

Under and over-triage rates are terms commonly used in emergency medicine and 

triage to assess the accuracy of patient prioritisation. Under-triage (also known as the 

false positive rate) refers to the situation where a patient with a serious condition is 

classified as having a lower priority (under-estimating), while over-triage (also known 

as the false positive rate) occurs when a patient with a less severe condition is assigned 

a higher priority (over-estimating). 77,78  Under/over-triage are two important measures 

of the accuracy of a trauma triage system. In the context of ambulance dispatch over-

triage occurs when crashes that do not require a L&S response receive it, potentially 

delaying care for other incidents (crashes and otherwise) that truly need it. Under-

triage occurs when crashes that require a L&S response do not receive it, leading to 

delayed or inadequate care and potentially poorer outcomes for patients at these 

crashes. Minimising both over-triage and under-triage is therefore important to 

optimise the operational efficiency and clinical effectiveness of EMS. 

 

Table 5 shows a confusion matrix as applied to under/over-triage rate calculation for 

the dispatch of ambulances by EMS. A confusion matrix is a table used to describe the 

performance of a classification model.  
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Table 5 Confusion matrix for over/under-triage rate calculation 
 Actual not L&S Actual L&S 

Prioritised L&S False positive True positive 

Prioritised not L&S True negative False negative 

  

 

Over-triage and under-triage can be calculated using the following formulas: 79 

Over-triage rate = (number of false positives / total number of positives) x 100 

Under-triage rate = (number of false negatives / total number of negatives) x 100 

 

Using the above calculation methods and categories derived from Table 5, the below 

table provides a comparison across studies in this thesis. 

 

 

Study 1 found that the existing dispatch accuracy (for road crashes) of the St John WA 

EMS, which dispatches using L&S to all road crashes they are notified of, is 86.9% 

over-triage and 0% under-triage. Of the models I proposed, I found the following over-

triage values:  39.3% (study 1: using MPDS dispatch categories as thresholds), 52.6% 

(study 6: using EMD text) and 84.8% (study 5: using simple crash characteristics). 

Table 6 Comparison of study outcomes Over 
-triage rate 

Under 
-triage rate 

Thesis findings 
Study 1: MPDS 
Chief Complaint 29 Traffic/Transportation existing dispatch accuracy 
Dispatch categories using the ROC curve (mean across curve) 
Dispatch categories using the ROC curve (range across curve) 
 

 
86.9% 
39.3% 

0.0%-100.0% 

 
0% 

50.1% 
0.0%-99.9% 

Study 5: Crash characteristics 
CHAID simple decision tree  84.8% 2.7% 

Study 6: MPDS & dispatcher text 
Machine learning  52.6% 6.1% 

Recommendation for trauma (not dispatch) 
Recommendation: ACSCOT 
Recommended rates80 25-35% 5.0% 
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Under-triage rates were: 2.7% (study 5: simple crash characteristics), 6.1% (study 6: 

using EMD text) and 50.1% (study 1: using MPDS dispatch categories). While each 

of the three proposed models represents an improvement on the existing 86.9% over-

triage rate (for SJ-WA), both over and under-triage need to be considered together. For 

example, while study 5 using simple crash characteristics in a decision tree had the 

lowest under-triage rate of any of my models (2.7%), it also had the highest over-triage 

rate (84.8%). At these values, there is little improvement in system efficiency as 

compared to the existing dispatch accuracy (similar over-triage rates) and an increased 

risk to clinical effectiveness (increased under-triage rate). The model that provides a 

balance between over and under-triage rates is study 6 using machine learning to 

predict the need for a L&S response using words derived from EMD text. (and MODS 

categories) This model had a reasonable under-triage rate (6.1% compared to the 5% 

recommended by the ACSCOT) with an associated over-triage rate, which although 

higher than that recommended by the ACSCOT, represents an improved system 

efficiency (52.6% compared to an existing 86.9%). 
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Chapter 11: Discussion 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

The primary purpose of my doctoral research was to identify potential methods by 

which EMS could determine which road crashes require a L&S ambulance response 

to the scene of a road crash, and those that do not. This investigation resulted in the 

formation of six studies (five of which have been published and one under review), of 

which I am the primary author. In this chapter, I will synthesise the findings of these 

studies within the context of the existing literature. After this I will discuss the real-

world implications of these findings for EMS, I will then evaluate the strengths and 

limitations of my doctoral research and make suggestions for future research, before 

drawing a conclusion. 

 

11.2 OVERVIEW OF MAJOR FINDINGS 

11.2.1 Low Prevalence of L&S 

I found that of all road crashes responded to by EMS, only a small proportion required 

a L&S response. This small proportion was found in all five of the analytical studies 

of this thesis, despite differences in the units of measurement 

(patients/incidents/crashes) or how the cohort, or population was identified (MPDS 

Protocol 29 and/or paramedic-identified road crash).  
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Specifically, of all patients attended, 3.3% had a Glasgow Coma Scale score of less 

than 14, 2.1% had a respiratory rate of <10 or >29 breaths per minute, 0.7% had a 

systolic blood pressure of < 90mmHg. Of all crashes, only a small proportion had any 

patient with the highest NEWS2 score value of 20 (1.4%). Similarly, when I used a set 

of high-acuity indicators (medications, interventions and observations suggesting the 

need for a L&S response), I found that 13.2% of incidents (dispatched as MPDS 

Protocol 29) and 22.3% of crashes (paramedic-confirmed) required a L&S response.  

 

These findings are important for two reasons. First, there is a paucity of research about 

the acuity at the scene of a road crash in terms of the need for a L&S response. 60  The 

second reason is that only a small proportion of crashes require a L&S response. St 

John Ambulance Western Australia (the local jurisdiction from which this thesis was 

conceptualised) currently dispatches ambulances using a L&S response to all road 

crashes they are notified of. This presents a significant over-triage (dispatching 

ambulances using L&S to crashes that do not require it). Over-triage in EMS can result 

in reduced system efficiencies such as the ability to respond quickly to other patients 

of high acuity. This justifies the purpose of my thesis, to find methods to accurately 

identify the need for a L&S response. 

 

11.2.2 Ambulatory Status 

Ambulatory status, which refers to a patient's ability to walk or move around, was one 

factor considered as a prognostic indicator of the need for a L&S response. In the 

context of crashes, it refers to a crash where either everyone was ambulant or whether 

any one patient was not ambulant (not ambulant versus ambulant crash). In an earlier 

study I found that the strongest predictor of requiring a L&S response, as compared to 
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other crash characteristics, was ambulatory status (not ambulant patients having over 

15 times the odds of being high acuity than ambulant patients (OR 15.34, 95% CI, 

11.48–20.49).  I consequently conducted a systematic review to determine whether the 

relationship between ambulatory status and the need for a L&S response had been 

identified in previously published studies. However, I concluded that the evidence did 

not draw a conclusion regarding the use of ambulatory status as an indicator of the 

need for a L&S response. I, therefore, included ambulatory status in subsequent 

analyses using a decision tree. While one decision tree did use ambulatory status, it 

was not the decision tree with optimal over/under-triage rates. One possible reason for 

these varied findings regarding ambulatory status could be due to its bimodal 

distribution (I found a strong bimodality coefficient value of 0.87). Having a bimodal 

distribution in the context of road crashes suggests that there is distributed acuity or 

need for a L&S response. Such a distribution could arise from a combination of 

multiple underlying processes or multiple subpopulations within a larger population. 

For example, an explanation for this is that ambulatory status may be an indicator of 

functional status and mobility, 81 but may not reflect the severity or complexity of 

underlying medical conditions. Additionally, a patient's ambulatory status can be 

affected by a wide range of factors such as pain, 82 fatigue, 83  and medications, 84 

which can all impact the road crash patient’s ability to move around. This multi-causal 

nature of ambulatory status could explain why it was a useful indicator in a decision 

tree model but had mixed findings a stand-alone indicator. Further research is required 

before any conclusion can be reached about this crash characteristic’s utility for EMS 

dispatch. 
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11.2.3 Medical Priority Dispatch System 

The MPDS is a propriety tool comprised of a set of scripted questions that the EMD 

asks of the caller at the scene. 19 I sought to assess whether the dispatch category 

generated from the MPDS used by SJ-WA could identify those road crashes that 

require a L&S response. The MDPS allows EMDs to assign a road crash to a single 

category from a list of around 24 different categories (with additional suffixes). These 

categories are termed determinant codes (or dispatch codes), and these indicate 

characteristics of incidents/crashes, for example, rollover, ejection and sinking vehicle. 

I found that MPDS dispatch codes were poor discriminators of the need for a L&S 

response (AUROC 0.65, 95% CI 0.64-0.67), where an AUROC value from 0.5 to 0.7 

is deemed to be poor discriminator between categories. 85 A pertinent example is that 

for the dispatch code representing no injuries confirmed, where I would have expected 

to see few incidents that required a L&S response, I found that 5.9% of the incidents 

needed a L&S response. While the total number of incidents in this category was 

relatively small (n=134), this result was unexpected.  

 

The finding that the MPDS, when used alone, was a poor discriminator of the need for 

a L&S response is significant because the MPDS is a widespread tool used to 

determine the priority with which ambulances are dispatched worldwide. 86 The MPDS 

is used in approximately 50 countries and has been translated into 19 different 

languages/dialects. 86 This finding suggests that an alternative method of determining 

the priority with which ambulances are dispatched to road crashes is required, such as 

that outlined in later sections of this discussion. 
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It is important to note that while I found that the MPDS used alone is not a useful tool 

to predict the need for a L&S response to road crashes, it has other important purposes 

in this context. Road crashes often involve multiple vehicles and patients. The MPDS 

has a suffix added to the end of any dispatch code that identifies whether multiple 

vehicles/patients are involved. This is important where dispatch of more than one 

ambulance is required or if scene control might be needed (such as by a police or fire 

department). 87 Also, by enabling identification of rollovers, trapped persons, or 

hazardous chemicals, the potential need for additional equipment such as that for 

extrication or vehicle recovery, can be obtained.  

 

11.2.4 Rollovers and crash prediction 

I explored whether vehicle rollover was a potential predictive crash characteristic for 

identifying the need for a L&S response. While involvement in a rollover is used as a 

criterion in many field triage guidelines, there is also considerable debate in the 

literature regarding its suitability. 88–90 I found that very few patients involved in a 

rollover (6.6%) required a L&S response. Likewise, I found that being in a vehicle 

rollover did not increase the odds of requiring a L&S response (OR 1.04; 95% CI, 

0.75–1.43). Similarly, when the cohort of my research was limited to incidents 

identified in the MPDS’s dispatch codes as a rollover, 88.6% of rollover incidents did 

not require a L&S response. Similarly, when the cohort was limited to crashes where 

there was a vehicle rollover, 84.1% of crashes did not require a L&S response. One 

could reasonably expect that due to the forces involved in flipping a vehicle, most 

rollovers would result in the need for a L&S ambulance response. However, I found 

that patient acuity had a bimodal distribution in rollover cases. In fact, this was the 

finding for many crash characteristics, including being ejected (b=0.88), unable to 
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ambulate (b=0.87), trapped (b=0.87) and the crash having occurred on the crest/slope 

of a hill (b=0.86). Where a crash characteristic has a bimodal distribution, it suggests 

that there are potential other crash characteristics causing this bimodality. For 

example, in the case of rollovers, whether the roof collapsed, or the wearing of a 

restraint (seat belt), could impact whether a person involved in a rollover requires a 

L&S response or not. 91  Given my finding that many crash characteristics had a 

bimodal distribution, I hypothesized that combinations of characteristics (e.g., rollover 

and restraint use) could more accurately predict the need for a L&S response.  

 

11.2.5 Complexity in Crashes 

At the onset of this thesis, I envisaged crash characteristics could be used to predict 

the need for a L&S response (as an alternative to the MPDS) and that combinations of 

these crash characteristics could form a set of pre-scripted questions for the EMD 

(“was there a rollover?” or “was the crash on the crest of a hill?”) to determine 

ambulance priority to the scene. This notion was developed from a study by Isenberg 

et al. (2012) who developed a “simple three-step dispatch rule.” 60(p1) This rule could 

predict the need for a L&S response using three crash characteristics, which were: 

whether anyone was not ambulatory, whether the crash occurred on a freeway, or 

whether it involved only a single vehicle. I hypothesised that additional crash 

characteristics derived using the linked data sources could improve the accuracy of the 

findings of Isenberg et al. This hypothesis appeared promising in predicting a L&S 

response when crash characteristics were investigated as standalone predictors (in my 

second study). For example, non-ambulant patients had more than 15 times the odds 

of requiring a L&S response (measured as high acuity patients) of ambulant patients 

(OR 15.34, 95% CI, 11.48–20.49). Similarly, patients who were trapped compared to 
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those not trapped (OR 4.68, 95% CI, 3.95–5.54) and patients who were ejected from 

the vehicle compared to those not ejected (OR 6.49, 95% CI, 4.62–9.12) had greater 

odds of requiring a L&S response. However, when I used combinations of crash 

characteristics in a simple decision-tree algorithm (an algorithm where information is 

split to reach a decision), the derived decision tree failed to achieve a suitable accuracy 

in identifying those crashes that required a L&S. The decision tree that achieved 

over/under-triage rates closest to those thresholds recommended by ACSCOT used the 

following crash characteristics: whether anyone was trapped, whether a vulnerable 

road user was involved (motorcyclist, bicyclist, or pedestrian), whether anyone was 

not ambulant, whether it was raining, and the type of accident (such as side-on, head-

on and run off the road). The algorithm based on this decision tree would have required 

the EMD to ask a caller two to six questions to determine whether the crash required 

a L&S response. This algorithm was able to predict the need for a L&S response with 

an 84.4% over-triage and 2.7% under-triage rates. While there is presently no standard 

for over/under-triage rate goals in an EMS setting, the ACSCOT recommends an over-

triage rate of between 25-35% and an under-triage rate of 5% or below. 80 A potential 

reason I did not have as accurate a prediction as Isenberg et al., is due to the difference 

in how the need for a L&S response was measured. Isenberg et al., used two umbrella 

criteria to retrospectively determine the need for a L&S response, which were the 

activation of trauma centre resources (a trauma team who are ready to accept trauma 

patients at ED) and the guidelines for triage of trauma patients at the scene (a set of 

anatomical, physiological or mechanistic criteria).80 I used different criteria, as 

follows: whether anyone died on scene or in transit, whether L&S was used from the 

scene to an ED or whether any high acuity indicator was present (specific observations, 

medications or interventions).  While I shared some similarities with Isenberg et al., 
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for example in using vital signs as indicators (Glasgow Coma Scale score of < 14, 

respiratory rate of <10 or >29 breaths per minute, systolic blood pressure of < 

90mmHg), Isenberg et al included many mechanistic criteria (such a pedestrian or 

bicyclist thrown) as well as anatomic criteria (such as long bones fractures). Whereas 

my identification of the retrospective need for a L&S response, in addition to vital 

signs, used paramedic skills (such as needle thoracentesis and thoracostomy) and 

medications (such as packed red blood cells and tranexamic acid).  

 

While it is not in scope of this thesis to explore the meaning of this difference, I can 

conclude that despite having detailed crash data sourced from the linked ambulance 

and police data, with more than 200 available crash characteristics, combinations of 

these characteristics could not predict the need for a L&S response with a suitable 

accuracy (over/under-triage rates).  

 

Reflecting on the finding that combinations of around 200 crash characteristics (those 

that described the crash scene) could not predict the need for a L&S response, due to 

the complexity of road crashes as an open system, taking a machine-learning approach 

formed the basis for my analysis of dispatcher free-text descriptions. 92  These free-text 

descriptions dramatically increased the number of characteristics used to describe the 

crash from around 200 to more than 9,000. (derived from dispatcher derived free-text 

words). 
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11.2.6 High Accuracy of Prediction Using Dispatcher Text 

Emergency medical dispatchers (EMDs) in many EMSs record descriptive texts that 

are automatically relayed to the ambulance crew on the way to the crash so that the 

ambulance crew can get a better understanding of the scene they will soon arrive at. 

An example of this text could be: “You are responding to a patient injured in a road 

crash. The patient is a 67-year-old male. The patient is breathing and conscious. 

Multiple vehicles are involved. Rollover. The patient has suspected spinal injury. 

Police are on the way.” I proposed a novel approach of using this text, converting it 

to vectors for computation, and then applying machine-learning algorithms to predict 

the need for a L&S response. I found that a gradient boosting model (otherwise known 

as a forest of decision trees), combining both MPDS dispatch codes and dispatcher-

recorded text, had a high predictive ability to identify and discriminate between those 

crashes that do and those that do not require a L&S response. This model was identified 

as it had the highest recall (sensitivity) score of 0.980 (95% CI 0.76-0.98). A recall 

score, in this context, is the proportion of correct L&S predictions out of all those who 

required a L&S response. This score is important in an EMS setting where it is more 

important to identify patients who have time-critical injuries (who require a L&S 

response), than it is to correctly identify those that do not have such injuries (who do 

not require a L&S response). This is because the consequences of failure to identify 

crash patients with time-critical conditions, as compared to patients without time-

critical conditions, could result in death for the former but not for the latter. 

Additionally, when over/under-triage rates were subsequently calculated this method 

of identifying whether a crash required a L&S response had the most favourable 

balance between rates, having an over-triage rate of 52.6% and an under-triage rate of 

6.1%. 
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This compares to the CHAID simple decision tree model derived from crash 

characteristics (with over-triage at 84.8% and under-triage at 2.7%) and the MPDS 

dispatch categories using a ROC curve (with over-triage at 39.3% and under-triage at 

50.1%). 

 

While it is essential to strike a balance between under-triage and over-triage to 

optimize the use of resources and ensure appropriate care, the emphasis is typically 

placed on minimising under-triage to prioritise timely and accurate responses to 

those in urgent need of medical assistance. Therefore, while the model using MPDS 

dispatch categories has a suitable (according to the ACSCOT) over-triage rate, the 

associated under-triage rate of 50.1% would likely present an unacceptable risk for 

most EMS. Additionally, while the model using crash characteristics has a suitable 

under-triage rate of 2.7%, the associated over-triage rate (84.8%) is high enough, that 

it could make an EMS consider, at SJ-WA do, whether to send all ambulances using 

L&S to road crashes. Therefore, the model using EMD dispatcher text has the values 

for over and under-triage closest to that recommended by the ACSCOT. 

 

One reason for the possible improvement in rates between the crash characteristics 

model (simple decision tree) to that using EMD text (ensemble) is that a decision tree 

is a single model, while a random forest is an ensemble of decision trees. Random 

forests tend to have better predictive accuracy than individual decision trees, as they 

are less prone to overfitting and can capture more complex patterns in data. 93  
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My finding is however similar in accuracy to previous machine learning research 

concerned with used of medically related text notes used to predict medical needs. For 

instance, doctors’ medical progress notes have been used to predict the length of stay 

in hospital 94,95 and re-admission of geriatric patients, 96 clinical paramedic notes have 

been used to improve stroke diagnosis, 97 and clinician notes have been used to predict 

mortality for patients with diabetes. 98  

 

I have showed that it is possible to identify the need for a L&S response to road crashes 

with high accuracy. This has practical implications for EMS that may currently 

dispatch ambulances with L&S to all crashes, such as SJ-WA, but also for those EMS 

that want to improve the accuracy of their current dispatch methods. Accuracy in 

identifying patients requiring a L&S response is important in dispatch, as with 

increases in demand for emergency ambulance services, 47 over-triage can pose a 

burden to EMS. This burden could be in the form of increases in ambulance ramping 

and hospital-bed waiting time, or ambulances not being available to those who need 

them. I, therefore, suggest that SJ-WA and other EMS worldwide might benefit from 

the use of prospective dispatcher text to identify the need for a L&S response to road 

crashes. 

 

11.3 STRENGTHS   

A strength of my doctoral research is its use of detailed ambulance and police crash 

data. Ambulance data comprised the computer aided dispatch (CAD) data collected 

during the call for emergency medical assistance and ePCR data collected by 

ambulance crews at the scene. Police data comprised information about the crash, 
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including the people and vehicles involved, the location and temporal information 

about the day, and detailed information about both the road environment and the crash 

itself. The ambulance data comprised around 200 unique variables (measurements), 

and the police data around 150. Given the range of modelling approaches I applied to 

these data, this gives me confidence in reaching the conclusion that crash 

characteristics, detailed numerously in the ambulance and police data, are not 

sufficient to predict the need for a L&S response. 

 

Another strength of the study was the novel measurement of the need for a L&S 

response for road crashes. Crashes were retrospectively identified as requiring a L&S 

response, based on: (1) whether anyone died on scene or in transit, and/or (2) whether 

the ambulance used L&S from the scene to ED or (3) whether patients had an indicator 

representing the need for a L&S response. This indicator identified whether certain 

medications had been administered (such as fentanyl), whether certain observations 

were made by ambulance crews (e.g., a capillary refill of > 2 seconds or cyanotic skin 

colour) and whether certain interventions were performed (e.g., endotracheal tube 

intubation or cardiopulmonary resuscitation). The addition of this indicator was 

important because it captured those patients whose condition may have improved on-

scene due to paramedic intervention. The indicator was developed by a clinical 

reference group of experts, including the General Manager of SJ-WA Clinical 

Services, a Duty Manager of the WA State Operations Centre (call-taking/dispatch 

centre) of SJ-WA, two senior SJ-WA paramedics, and an emergency physician from 

Royal Perth Hospital. This bespoke indicator is noteworthy as prior research has 

tended to use approximate indicators to suggest the need for a L&S response. These 

indicators include the necessity for trauma team activation,99 on-scene trauma triage 
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guidelines,99 injury severity score, 100,101 delta-v (change in force) 102 and the principal 

direction of force. 103 While these alternative indicators are certainly valid to be used 

as approximates to measuring the need for a L&S response, my research used an 

indicator that was specifically designed for such a purpose. This gives weight to the 

validity of my findings. 

 

11.4 LIMITATIONS  

11.4.1 Generalisability 

Generalisability is an inherent limitation of retrospective cohort studies, including 

those presented here. 104 Data in these studies was derived from road crashes attended 

by ambulance in Perth, Western Australia from 2014 to 2016. From a road safety 

perspective, Perth is like many other urban cities with comparable fatality and 

motorisation rates. For Perth fatality rate for 2015 was 3.6 per 100,000 population. 63 

This compares to the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development) median of 5.5 per 100,000 population among its 38 member countries, 

which makes the generalisation of the findings here to other OECD member nations 

and those with a similar road crash fatality rate, appropriate. However, there are other 

differences, particularly those across different EMS that may limit the generalisability 

of this research, such as: what is or is not typically included in the dispatcher free text, 

the acuity with which road crashes are attended (for example in some jurisdictions 

paramedics will attend for only severely injured patients), or the role of police and fire 

emergency services in road crashes.   
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11.4.2 Bias Toward More Sever Crashes 

There is a potential bias in the SJ-WA collection of records of patients at crashes that 

were of slightly higher severity than the whole population of people injured in a crash 

in Perth. This is because the completion of an ePCR was only done by paramedics 

when people reached a certain acuity level (although still a relatively low acuity). 

While only one study reported at the patient level, my other studies were at the crash 

(or incident) level. This means that the severity of the crash was determined to be the 

severity of the highest injured patient. It is reasonable to assume there were people at 

the scene of a crash visually assessed by paramedics, determined to be very low acuity 

(slightly or not injured). Therefore, an ePCR was determined as unnecessary and not 

completed. Furthermore, in instances of cancellations or where the patients could not 

be found, these likely low low-acuity patients were excluded from the analysis. 

Therefore, there was a bias toward more severely injured patients in this context. 

However, since this bias is in favour of including high acuity patients (who required a 

L&S response), who were the primary group of interest here, I considered this bias 

acceptable. 

 

11.5 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

11.5.1 Prospective Text 

The machine-learning model identified in this thesis as having a high predictive ability 

to identify crashes requiring a L&S response requires further research. For example, 

dispatcher text is likely to vary across jurisdictions, countries, and standards. Using 

abbreviations and colloquialisms, in this context, needs to be explored. More 

importantly, the model requires prospective evaluation. This means that the model 
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needs to be deployed in an operational, real-time, and real-world environment, to 

explore outcomes such as processing time, predictive accuracy and any limitations that 

evolve, and any evolving limitations.  

11.5.2 Further clarification of the need for a L&S response 

The identification of the need for a L&S response was varied throughout this thesis 

but primarily was identified where anyone died on the scene, a patient was transferred 

using L&S from the scene to an ED or where any one of a list of clinical indicators 

were recorded by paramedics in their assessment or treatment of a patient. While the 

use of a list of clinical indicators is not a novel approach 71 further research could refine 

and expand this list using data analysis of the clinical indicators derived from 

ambulance systems, a review of medical literature, expert input or further retro or 

prospective studies.105 Or alternative measures, such as trauma team activation, could 

be explored. 

 

11.5.3 Need for a Consensus Definition on a Standard Measure of Dispatch 

Accuracy 

I found no universally accepted standard exists by which to assess the accuracy of 

emergency medical dispatch. While the ACSCOT makes recommendations for the 

over and under-triage rates for the triage of patients in the field, this is not directly 

applicable to accuracy for ambulance dispatch. 80,106 Notably, a recent systematic 

review over/under-triage rates in multiple types of medical settings found a wide 

variation in the reported rates. 107 There are many alternative measures of clinical 

accuracy that could be applied to an emergency medical dispatch such as 

sensitivity/specificity, positive predictive value (and negative predictive value), the 
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number needed to treat or number needed to harm, as well as machine-learning 

measures such as those I have used (precision, recall, and F1 score). 7,108–110 

Additionally, MPDS categories could be used as comparators for different types of 

incidents. 

 

One possible reason for the existing lack of a gold standard is due to there being 

important differences between EMS, aptly captured in the phrase “if you have seen 

one EMS, you have seen one EMS.” 111(p1) Differences to do with acceptable levels of 

risk, staffing, the number of ambulances per capita and ambulance demand, all 

contribute to a lack of homogeneity. For example, at the Neely Conference in 2004, a 

committee of 31 experts met to establish a standard for over/under-triage rates to be 

used in EMS research. However, the committee was unable to reach an agreement on 

this heterogeneity among EMS. 112 Despite this, I think that the development of a 

standard measure of dispatch accuracy and an associated goal for that accuracy, is 

fundamental for the progression of research in this field and will make comparison of 

research findings in this field comparable.  

 

11.5.4 Vulnerable road users 

Vulnerable road users (motorcyclists, pedestrians and cyclists) are a distinct group of 

road users from motor vehicle occupants due to the limited physical protection 

during a road crash. Therefore, the injuries sustained by vulnerable road users and 

motor vehicle occupants can vary significantly in terms of severity, type, and 

likelihood. For example, pedestrians often suffer from severe injuries, including 

fractures, head injuries, internal injuries, and soft tissue injuries. Future research 
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could separate data for analysis based on these two distinct groups (vulnerable road 

users and motor vehicle occupants) with the aim of improving accuracy for a 

decision tree approach to ambulance dispatch. 

 

11.5.5 Additional Information Available to Dispatchers 

With advances in technology, further information may become available to EMSs to 

assist in deciding what crashes do or do not require a L&S response. Future research 

could explore these alternative sources of information relevant to dispatch, such as 

through use of crash detection software in vehicles, or smart watches. One example of 

these examples is vehicles fitted with automatic crash notification systems (ACNS) 

that can provide a real-time prediction of the probability of death/serious injury of 

vehicle occupants following a crash. 113 While ACNS have been around for several 

years, they have been limited by the requirement for nationwide mandates (legislation 

requiring ACNS to be fitted in all new vehicles), whereas the internet of vehicles (IoV) 

is a promising avenue with the potential to be more effective than ACNS for EMS. 

The IoV is based on the principles of the Internet of Things (IoT), whereby physical 

objects (such as vehicles, roads, ambulances, or traffic lights) are fitted with 

communication and computing capabilities. 114  In the IoV, it is envisaged that vehicles 

will be able to communicate with each other, as well as other systems such as EMS. 

Rather than being limited to information collected by the vehicle involved in the crash, 

as with ACNS, the IoV would gain information from additional sources and this 

information could be in different formats such as predictive injury scales, vision, or 

audio. 115 While this may seem like a distant possibility, urban designers in Saudi 

Arabia are currently planning the world’s first “cognitive and smart city” 116(p1) called 
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Neom, which will be built with an IoV enabled. Further research is required to scope 

the potential for the IoV and its applicability to be used to identify the need for a L&S 

response. 

 

11.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This thesis aimed to explore methods to identify the need for a L&S ambulance 

response to the scene of a road crash during the call for emergency medical assistance. 

In doing so, I found that less than a fifth of all road crashes attended by emergency 

ambulance required a L&S response. This means that unless EMS are willing to have 

high over-triage rates, which in an environment of increasing ambulance demand is 

becoming more difficult, a more accurate method of ambulance dispatch to crash 

patients is required. Furthermore, I determined that the current system used to dispatch 

ambulances (the MPDS alone) had poor predictive ability to identify the need for a 

L&S response. Consequently, I derived predictive models with a novel machine 

machine-learning approach, incorporating EMD text that could predict the need for a 

L&S response with high accuracy. My thesis has led me to conclude that it is possible 

for EMS dispatching to road crashes to improve system efficiency, and to get the right 

care, to the right patient, at the right time.
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